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UNCOM Joins Showtime Hair Studio & the Cinderella Project MKE for
Friends Giving – Free Thanksgiving Dinner Baskets for Milwaukee Families
Milwaukee, Wisconsin — November 13, 2018 – The United Neighborhood Centers of
Milwaukee (UNCOM), Showtime Hair Studio and the Cinderella Project MKE for Friends
Giving free Thanksgiving Dinner baskets for Milwaukee’s families. Dinner baskets will be
available on Saturday, November 17 at the Milwaukee Christian Center, located at 807 South
14th Street beginning at 2:00 p.m.
“We offer our thanks on behalf of the families who will benefit from the kindness and
generosity of Lisette Franco, Anthony Pettis, the Showtime Hair Studio and the Cinderella
Project MKE, “said Michelle Hinton, UNCOM’s Executive Director and CEO. “We are so
pleased to know that families living in the neighborhoods surrounding our member agency,
the Milwaukee Christian Center, will be able to enjoy a healthy Thanksgiving Dinner this
year.”
“Anthony and I are very excited to partner with community serving organizations like UNCOM
and to give back in a small way to the neighborhood that helped shape who we are today”,
says Lisette. “We would also like to thank our friends at El Rey and Kingdom Builders
Fellowship Center for partnering with us on this effort.”

About UNCOM
The United Neighborhood Centers of Milwaukee (UNCOM) is a unique resource collaborative
dedicated to strengthening the lives Milwaukee’s urban families. We work with neighborhood
organizations to provide services and create opportunities that empower individuals and build strong
interdependent communities. This unprecedented structured collaboration of eight tightly affiliated
neighborhood centers empowers UNCOM to combine its forces, advocate for systematic change,

serve as a trusted communication conduit for community residents, and build cases for strategic
government and private investments in programs and institutions that help build strong and healthy
families, accelerate prosperity, and make our city better for all residents.
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